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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the field of storing high level waste ("HLW"), and specifically to the field of drying HLW for storage and/or transportation in the "dry state."

Background of the Invention

[0002] The storage, handling, and transfer of HLW, such as spent nuclear fuel, requires special care and procedural safeguards. In the operation of nuclear reactors, hollow zircaloy tubes filled with enriched uranium, known as fuel assemblies, are burned up inside the nuclear reactor core. It is customary to remove these fuel assemblies from the reactor after their energy has been depleted down to a predetermined level. Upon depletion and subsequent removal, this spent nuclear fuel ("SNF") is still highly radioactive and produces considerable heat, requiring that great care be taken in its subsequent packaging, transporting, and storing. Specifically, the SNF emits extremely dangerous neutrons and gamma photons. It is imperative that these neutrons and gamma photons be contained at all times subsequent to removal from the reactor core.

[0003] In defueling a nuclear reactor, it is common practice to remove the SNF from the reactor and place the SNF under water, in what is generally known as a spent fuel pool or pond store. The pool water facilitates cooling of the SNF and provides adequate radiation shielding. The SNF is stored in the pool for a period long enough to allow the decay of heat and radiation to a sufficiently low level to allow the SNF to be transported with safety. However, because of safety, space, and economic concerns, use of the pool alone is not satisfactory when the SNF needs to be stored for a considerable length of time. Thus, when long-term storage of SNF is required, it is standard practice in the nuclear industry to store the SNF in a dry state subsequent to a brief storage period in the spent fuel pool, i.e., storing the SNF in a dry inert gas atmosphere enclosed within a structure that provides adequate radiation shielding. One typical structure that is used to store SNF for long periods of time in the dry state is a storage cask.

[0004] Storage casks have a cavity suitably sized to receive a canister of SNF and are designed to be large, heavy structures made of steel, lead, concrete and an environmentally suitable hydraulic material. Typically, storage casks weigh about 150 tons and have a height greater than 4.57 m (15 ft). A common problem associated with storage casks is that they are too heavy to be lifted by most nuclear power plant cranes. Another common problem is that storage casks are generally too large to be placed in spent fuel pools. Thus, in order to store SNF in a storage cask subsequent to being cooled in the pool, the SNF must be removed from the pool, prepared in a staging area, and transported to the storage cask. Adequate radiation shielding is needed throughout all stages of this transfer procedure.

[0005] As a result of the SNF's need for removal from the spent fuel pool and additional transportation to a storage cask, an open canister is typically submerged in the spent fuel pool prior to the SNF being removed from the reactor core. The SNF is then placed directly into the open canister while submerged in the water. However, even after sealing, the canister alone does not provide adequate containment of the SNF's radiation. A loaded canister cannot be removed or transported from the spent fuel pool without additional radiation shielding. Thus, apparatus and methods that provide additional radiation shielding during the transport of the SNF have been developed. The additional radiation shielding is typically achieved by positioning the canisters in large cylindrical containers called transfer casks while submerged within the pool. Similar to storage casks, transfer casks have a cavity suitably sized to receive the canister of and are designed to shield the environment from the radiation emitted by the SNF within.

[0006] In facilities utilizing transfer casks to transport loaded canisters, an empty canister is first placed into the cavity of an open transfer cask. The canister and transfer cask are then submerged in the spent fuel pool. Previously discharged SNF from reactors located in wet storage is moved into the submerged canister (which is within the transfer cask and filled with water). The loaded canister is then filled with its lid, enclosing the SNF and the water from the pool within the canister. The loaded canister and transfer cask are then removed from the pool by a crane and set down in a staging area to prepare the SNF-loaded canister for storage or transportation in a dry condition. In order for an SNF-loaded canister to be properly prepared for dry storage or transportation, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") requires that the SNF and interior of the canister be adequately dried before the canister is sealed and transferred to the storage cask. Specifically, NRC regulations mandate that the vapor pressure (\(v_P\)) within the canister be at or below 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) (1 Torr = 1 mm Hg) before the canister is backfilled with an inert gas and sealed. Vapor pressure is the pressure of the vapor over a liquid at equilibrium, wherein equilibrium is defined as that condition where an equal number of molecules are transforming from the liquid phase to gas phase as there are molecules transforming from the gas phase to liquid phase. Requiring a low \(v_P\) of 3 mmHg (3 Torr) or less assures an adequately dry space in the canister interior suitable for long-term SNF storage or transportation.

[0007] Currently, nuclear facilities comply with the NRCs 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) or less \(v_P\) requirement by performing a vacuum drying process. In performing this process, the bulk water that is within the canister is first drained from the canister. Once the bulk of the liquid water is drained, a vacuum system is coupled to the canister and activated so as to create a sub-atmospheric pres-
sure condition within the canister. The sub-atmospheric condition within the canister facilitates evaporation of the remaining liquid water while the vacuum helps remove the water vapor. The VP within the canister is empirically ascertained through a vacuum-and-hold procedure. If necessary, the vacuum-and-hold procedure is repeated until the pressure rise during a prescribed test duration (30 minutes) is limited to 3 mm Hg (3 Torr). Once the vacuum drying passes the acceptance test, the canister is backfilled with an inert gas and the canister is sealed. The transfer cask (with the canister therein) is then transported to a position above a storage cask and the SNF-loaded canister is transferred into the storage for long-term storage.

Current methods of satisfying the NRCS 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) or less VP requirement are time consuming, manually intensive and prone to error from line and valve leakages. Any time the canister must be physically approached for vacuum monitoring and dewater testing, there is the risk of exposing the work personnel to high radiation. Moreover, the creation of sub-atmospheric conditions in the canister requires expensive vacuum equipment and can cause complicated equipment problems.

A process for drying a container holding spent radioactive waste is disclosed in JP2002156488A. In this process, the container is placed into a vessel, and helium gas is injected into the vessel so that the helium is heated by the spent fuel assemblies. The heated helium, in turn, heats water within the vessel to steam, and the combined helium/steam mixture is exhausted from the vessel, at which point, the water content of the mixture is measured. The end point of the process is determined when the water vapor concentration within the mixture drops below a predetermined level.

Another process for drying a container holding spent radioactive waste is disclosed in JP2004340814A. In this process, the container is placed in a drier equipped with a furnace to heat, the container from the outside. During the external heating process, the drier is evacuated so that vacuum drying of the container may be performed. The end point of the process is determined when the relative humidity of the vacuum exhaust drops below a predetermined level.

Yet another process for drying a container holding spent radioactive fuel is disclosed in JP2005140536A. In this process, the container is placed into a drying vessel, and the drying vessel is evacuated. The drying vessel includes a pressure sensor, a side wall temperature sensor, a bottom temperature sensor, and a dew point sensor. Using data obtained from the sensors, the relative humidity of the evacuated exhaust is determined, and when predetermined conditions are met for the relative humidity and the pressure within the drying vessel, then the drying is considered to be at an end point. To enhance evaporation of water, this process may inject into the drying vessel a gas that is soluble in water. This document discloses in combination all the features in the preambles of claims 1 and 13.

Summary of the Invention

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a method and system for drying a canister loaded with HLW.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for drying a canister loaded with HLW without physically accessing the contents of the canister to ensure that an acceptable level of dryness has reached within the canister.

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for drying a canister loaded with HLW without subjecting the interior of the canister to sub-atmospheric conditions.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for drying a canister loaded with HLW without using expensive vacuum equipment.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for preparing an SNF-loaded canister for dry storage that is easy to implement and/or time efficient.

A yet further object of the present invention is to provide a method and system for preparing a canister loaded with HLW for dry storage in a more cost effective manner.

These objects and other objects are met by the present invention, which is defined in the claims.

By ensuring that the non-reactive gas coming out of the cavity has a dew point temperature that is at or below the predetermined dew point temperature for the predetermined period of time, it is ensured that the cavity is adequately dry (i.e., that the VP of the non-reactive gas within the cavity is below a desired level without the need to physically measure the VP therein).

In some embodiments, the predetermined dew-point temperature is selected so that a desired vapor pressure is achieved within the cavity, such as 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) or less.

The flow rate of the non-reactive gas through the cavity determines the predetermined time for a specified dryness level (i.e., a predetermined dew point temperature). The predetermined dew point temperature and the predetermined time for any sized cavity volume canister can be determined through experimentation or simulation.

In some embodiments, the inventive method may further comprise the steps of: d) drying the non-reactive gas that exits the cavity after the dew point temperature is measured; and e) re-circulating the dried non-reactive gas through the cavity. The drying step can be
performed by contacting the non-reactive gas with a desiccant or by chilling the non-reactive gas.

[0024] In some embodiments, the non-reactive gas will be circulated through the cavity at a predetermined flow rate. The predetermined flow rate can be chosen so that the volume of the cavity is turned over 25 to 50 times during the predetermined time.

[0025] In some embodiments, the predetermined dew point temperature can be in the range of approximately -6.67 to -3.33 °C (20 to 26° F), and the predetermined time is in a range of approximately 25 to 35 minutes. In one embodiment, it is preferred that the predetermined dew point temperature be approximately -5.05°C (22.9° F) and the predetermined time be approximately 30 minutes.

[0026] Suitable non-reactive gases include, without limitation, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, light hydrocarbon gases, or a noble gas selected from a group consisting of helium, argon, neon, radon, krypton, and xenon.

[0027] In another aspect, the invention can be a system for drying a cavity loaded with H2O comprising a canister forming the cavity, the cavity having an inlet and an outlet; a source of non-reactive gas; means for flowing the non-reactive gas from the source of non-reactive gas through the cavity; and means for repetitively measuring the dew point temperature of the non-reactive gas exiting the cavity. The dew point temperature measuring means can be any type of a direct moisture-sensing device, e.g., a hygrometer, or by other means, e.g., gas chromatography, mass spectroscopy etc.

[0028] In some embodiments, the system can further comprise means for drying the nonreactive gas. Suitable drying means include the use of a chiller, freezer, and/or condenser or the use of desiccant. In such an embodiment, the drying means will be located downstream of the dew point temperature measuring means. Embodiments of the system that comprises a drying means can also comprise means for re-circulating the desired non-reactive gas from the drying means back into the non-reactive gas source. This can be accomplished through the use of a recirculation line.

[0029] In some embodiments, the system can be automated, and will further include: a controller operably coupled to the dew point temperature measuring means. In such an embodiment, the dew point temperature measuring means is preferably adapted to create signals indicative of the measured dew point temperature of the non-reactive gas and transmit the signals to the controller. The controller is adapted to analyze the signals and upon determining that the signals indicate that the measured dew point temperature is at or below the predetermined dew point temperature for the predetermined time, the controller is further adapted to (1) cease flow of the non-reactive gas through the cavity; and/or (2) activate a means for indicating that the cavity is dry.

[0030] In one embodiment, the system will further comprise a spent fuel cask. In such an embodiment, the canister will be positioned and dried within the cask.

[0031] Finally, it is preferred that the cavity have a top and a bottom, and that an inlet be located at or near the bottom of the cavity for supplying the non-reactive gas to the cavity and that an outlet for removing the wet non-reactive gas from the cavity be located at or near the top of the cavity.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0032] Figure 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment of an open canister that can be used in conjunction with the present invention shown partially in section and empty.

Figure 2 is a perspective view of a transfer cask partially in section with the canister of Figure 1 sealed and positioned in the transfer cask.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a closed-loop system according to the present invention.

Figure 4 is a flowchart of a first embodiment of a method of drying a canister loaded with SNF according to the present invention and using the system of Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a chart plotting the relationship between dew point temperature and vapor pressure for helium gas that can be used to determine a target dew point temperature according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 6 is a chart plotting the relationship between dew point temperature within a canister and time when subjected to a flow of helium gas according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Drawings

[0033] Figure 1 illustrates a canister 20 that is suitable for use with the present invention. The present invention is not limited to specific canister geometries, structures, or dimensions and is applicable to any type of enclosure used to transport, store, or hold radioactive elements. While the exemplified embodiment of the invention will be described in terms of its use to dry a canister of spent nuclear fuel ("SNF"), it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the systems and methods described herein can be used to dry radioactive waste in other forms and in a variety of different containment structures as desired.

[0034] The canister 20 comprises a bottom plate 22 and a cylindrical wall 24 which forms a cavity 21. As used herein, the end 25 of the canister 20 that is closest to the bottom plate 22 will be referred to as the bottom of the canister 20 while the end 26 of the canister 20 that is
furthest from the bottom plate 22 will be referred to as the top of the canister 20. The cavity 21 has a honeycomb grid 23 positioned therein. The honeycomb grid 23 comprises a plurality of rectangular boxes adapted to receive spent nuclear fuel ("SNF") rods. The invention is not limited by the presence of the honeycomb grid.

[0035] The canister 20 further comprises a drain pipe with an open bottom (not illustrated) located at or near the bottom of the canister 20 that provides a sealable passageway from outside of the canister 20 to the interior of the cavity 21. If desired, the drain opening can be located in the bottom plate 22 or near the bottom of the canister wall. The drain pipe can be opened or hermetically sealed using conventional plugs, drain valves, or welding procedures.

[0036] As illustrated in Figure 1, the canister 20 is empty (i.e., the cavity 21 does not have SNF rods placed in the honeycomb grid 23) and the top 26 of the canister 20 is open. In utilizing the canister 20 to transport and store SNF rods, the canister 20 is placed inside a transfer cask 10 (Figure 2) while the canister 20 is open and empty. The open transfer cask 10, which is holding the open canister 20, is then submerged into a spent fuel pool which causes the volume of the cavity 21 to become filled with water. SNF rods that are removed from the nuclear reactor are then moved under water from the spent fuel pool and placed inside the cavity 21 of the canister 20. Preferably, a single bundle of SNF rods is placed in each rectangular box of the honeycomb grid 23. Once the cavity 21 is fully loaded with the SNF rods, the canister lid 27 (Figure 2) is positioned atop the canister 20. The canister lid 27 has a plurality of sealable lid holes 28 that form a passageway into the cavity 21 from outside of the canister 20 when open. The transfer cask 10 (having the loaded canister 20 therein) is then lifted from the spent fuel pool by a crane and placed upright in a staging area (as shown in Figure 2) so that the canister 20 can be properly prepared for dry-storage. This dry-storage preparation includes drying the interior of the canister 20 and sealing the lid 27 thereto.

[0037] Referring now to Figure 2 exclusively, when in the staging area, the canister 20 (containing the SNF rods and pool water) is within the transfer cask 10. Both the canister 20 and the transfer cask 10 are in an upright position. Once in the staging area, the drain pipe attached to the canister lid 27 (not illustrated) with a bottom opening at or near the bottom 25 of the canister 20 is used to expel the bulk water that is trapped in the cavity 21 of the canister 20 using a blowdown gas (usually helium or nitrogen). Despite draining the bulk water from the cavity 21, residual moisture remains in the cavity 21 and on the SNF rods. However, before the canister 20 can be permanently sealed and transported to a storage cask for long-term dry storage or transportation, it must be assured that that cavity 21 and the SNF rods contained therein are adequately dried. Because a low vapor pressure ("VP") within a container indicates that a low level of moisture is present, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") requires compliance to the 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) or less vapor pressure ("VP") specification within the cavity 21 of HLW containing casks.

[0038] Figure 3 is a schematic of an embodiment of a closed-loop drying system 300 capable of drying the cavity 21 to acceptable NRC levels without the need to intrusively measure the resulting VP within the cavity 21. Once the transfer cask 10, which is holding the canister 20, is positioned in the staging area and the bulk water is drained from the cavity 21, the drying system 300 is connected to the inlet 28 and outlet 29 of the canister 20 so as to form a closed-loop system. More specifically, the gas supply line 325 is fluidly connected to the inlet 28 of the canister 20 while the gas exhaust line 326 is fluidly connected to the outlet 29 of the canister 20. The inlet 28 and outlet 29 of the canister are mere holes in the canister 20. If desired, proper port connections, seals, and/or valves can be incorporated into the inlet and outlet 28, 29.

[0039] The drying system 300 comprises a non-reactive gas reservoir 310, a supply pump 320, a flow rate valve 321, a dew point temperature hygrometer 330, a chiller 340, a recirculation pump 360, and a control system 350, which includes a suitably programmed microprocessor 351, a computer memory medium 352, a timer 353, and an alarm 370. While the illustrated embodiment of the drying system 300 is automated via the control system 350, neither the method nor system of the present invention is so limited. If desired, the functions carried out by the control system 350 can be carried out manually and/or omitted in some instances.

[0040] The helium reservoir 320, the canister 20, and the chiller 340 are fluidly connected so that a non-reactive gas, such as helium, can flow through the closed-loop drying system 300 without escaping into the external environment. More specifically, the gas supply line 325 fluidly connects the helium reservoir 310 to the canister 20, the gas exhaust line 326 fluidly connects the canister 20 to the chiller 340, and the recirculation line 345 fluidly connects the chiller 340 to the helium reservoir 310, thereby forming a closed-loop gas circulation path. All of the gas lines 325, 326, and 345 can be formed of suitable tubing or piping. The piping and tubing can be constructed of flexible or non-flexible conduits. The conduits can be formed of any suitable material, such as metals, alloys, plastics, rubber, etc. All hermetic connections can be formed through the use of threaded connections, seals, ring clamps, and/or gaskets.

[0041] The helium gas reservoir 310 is used to store helium gas. While helium gas is the preferred non-reactive gas for use in the present invention, any non-reactive gas can be used in conjunction with the system 300 and the operation thereof. For example, other suitable non-reactive gases include, without limitation, nitrogen, carbon-dioxide, light hydrocarbon gases such as methane, or any inert gas, including but not limited to noble gases (helium, argon, neon, radon, krypton and xenon).

[0042] The supply pump 320 is operably coupled to
the gas supply line 325. When activated, the supply pump 320 draws helium gas from the helium reservoir 310 and forces the helium gas into the cavity 21 of the canister 20 via the gas supply line 325. The helium gas continues to flow through the canister 20 and into the chiller 340 via the gas exhaust line 326. The recirculation pump 360 is operably coupled to the recirculation line 345. When activated, the recirculation pump 360 draws the helium gas that has been de-moisturized from the chiller 340 and forces the dry helium gas back into the helium reservoir 310 for further recirculation through the canister 20. While two pumps 320, 360 are illustrated as being incorporated into the drying system 300, the invention is not so limited and any number of pumps can be used. The exact number of pumps will be dictated on a case-by-case design basis, considering such factors as flow rate requirements, pressure drops in the system, size of the system, and/or number of components in the system. The direction of the helium gas flow through system 300 is indicated by the arrows on the fluid lines.

[0043] A flow rate valve 321 is operably coupled to the gas supply line downstream of the supply pump 320. The valve 321 is used to control the flow rate of the helium gas into and through the cavity 21 of the canister 20 and throughout the drying system 300. The valve 321 can be an adjustable flow rate valve. In other embodiments of the invention, the flow rate of the helium gas through the drying system 300 can be alternatively controlled by incorporating a mass flow rate controller. As with the pumps, any number of valves can be incorporated throughout the system 300 as desired. Moreover, the invention is not limited by any specific placement of the valve(s) or pump(s) along the closed-loop flow circuit.

[0044] The dew point temperature hygrometer 330 is operably coupled to the gas exhaust line 326 so that the dew point temperature of the helium gas exiting the cavity of the canister 20 can be measured. Suitable means for dew point temperature measurement include direct moisture sensing devices, such as hygrometers, and other means, such as gas chromatography or mass spectroscopy. The hygrometer 330 preferably includes a digital signal in some embodiments. The dew point temperature hygrometer 330 repetitively measures the dew point temperature of the helium gas exiting the cavity 21. There is no requirement as to the sampling rate for repetitive measurements. For example, the dew point temperature hygrometer 330 can measure the dew point temperature of the helium gas multiple times per second or only once every few minutes. In some embodiments, the time intervals between repetitive measurements will be so small that the measurements will appear to be essentially continuous in nature. The time intervals will be determined on case-by-case design basis, considering such factors as functionality requirements of the system and the flow rate of the helium gas.

[0045] The inlet 342 of the chiller 340 is coupled to the gas exhaust line 326 while the outlet 343 is fluidly coupled to the recirculation line 345. The chiller 340 is provided to adequately de-moisturize the wet helium gas that exits the cavity 21 of the canister 20 so that the helium gas can be re-circulated back into the helium gas reservoir 320 for further use in the drying of the cavity 21. By sufficiently chilling the wetted helium gas that exits the cavity 21 of the canister 20, the water vapor in the helium gas will condense out of the helium gas in the chiller 340 and be removed via the drain 341 in liquid form. The exact temperature to which the wetted helium gas will be chilled will depend on the desired level of dryness. The greater the level of dryness desired, the lower the temperature. In one embodiment of the invention, it may be desirable to chill the wetted helium gas to a temperature of -3.89°C (25°F) or less. Once de-moisturized in the chiller 340, the dry helium gas will be re-circulated back into the reservoir 310 for further use.

[0046] While the wetted helium gas is de-moisturized in the illustrated embodiment of the drying system 300 using a chiller 340, other de-moisturizing apparatus and methods can be used instead of or in addition to the chiller 340 if desired. For example, a condenser or freezer may be used. In another embodiment, the wetted helium gas may be exposed to a suitable desiccant, such as silica gel, that will absorb the water vapor from the wetted helium gas stream. The desiccant can be dried as necessary through heating, UV exposure, or other conventional drying process and subsequently reused.

[0047] In embodiments of the present invention that do not re-circulate the helium gas, de-moisturizing the wetted helium gas will not be necessary. As such, the chiller 340 or other drying module will be omitted.

[0048] The drying system 300 further comprises an automation system 350. The automation system 350 comprises a CPU 351, a computer memory medium 352, a timer 353, and an alarm 370. The CPU 351 is a suitable microprocessor based programmable logic controller, personal computer, or the like. The computer memory medium 352 can be a hard drive that comprises sufficient memory to store all of the necessary computer code, algorithms, and data necessary for the operation and functioning of the drying system 300, such as predetermined time, predetermined dew-point temperature, desired chilling temperatures, flow rates, and the like. The timer 353 is a standard digitalized or internal computer timing mechanism. The alarm 370 can be a siren, a light, an LED, a display module, a speaker, or other device capable of generating audio and/or visual stimuli. While an alarm 370 is illustrated and described, any instrumentation, device, or apparatus that inform an operator that the drying system 300 has completed a drying process can be used. For example, a computer screen can simply indicate that the canister is dry via text or visuals.

[0049] The CPU 351 includes various input/output ports used to provide connections to the various components 320, 321, 330, 340, 360, 370, 352, 353 of the drying system 300 that need to be controlled and/or communicated with. The CPU 351 is operably coupled to these components via electrical wires, fiber-optic lines, co-axial...
cables, or other data transmission lines. These connections are indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 3. The CPU 351 can communicate with any and all of the various components of the drying system 300 to which it is operably connected in order to control the drying system 300, such as: (1) activating or deactivating the pumps 320, 360; (2) opening, closing, and/or adjusting the flow rate valve 321; (3) activating or deactivating the chiller 340; and (3) activating or deactivating the alarm 370.

[0050] The CPU 351 (and/or the memory 352) is also programmed with the proper algorithms to receive data signals from the dew-point hygrometer 330, analyze the incoming data signals, compare the values represented by the incoming data signals to stored values and ranges, and track the time at which the values represented by the incoming data signals are at or below the stored values. The type of CPU used depends on the exact needs of the system in which it is incorporated.

[0051] Referring to Figure 4, a flowchart of an embodiment of a method of drying a cavity loaded with SNF according to an embodiment of the present invention is illustrated. The method will be described in relation to the drying system 300 of Figure 3 for ease of description and understanding. However, the method is not limited to any specific structure or system, and can be carried out by other systems and/or apparatuses.

[0052] At step 400, the cask 10 containing the SNF loaded canister 20 is positioned in a staging area after being removed from the cooling pool/pool. As discussed above, the cavity 21 of the canister 20 is filled with water from the pool at this time. The bulk water is drained from the cavity 21 of the canister 20 via a property positioned drain, thereby completing step 400.

[0053] Despite the bulk water being drained from the cavity 21 of the canister 20, the interior of the cavity 21 and the SNF are still moisture bearing and need further de-moisturization for long-term storage. In order to further dry the cavity 21 and the SNF, the drying system 300 is utilized. The canister 20 remains in the cask 10 during the drying operation. At step 410, the gas supply line 325 is fluidly coupled to the inlet 28 of the canister 20 while the gas exhaust line 326 is fluidly coupled to the outlet 29 of the canister 20. As a result, a closed-loop fluid circuit is formed in which the cavity 21 of the canister 20 forms a portion of the fluid circuit.

[0054] Once the drying system 300 is properly hooked up to the canister 20, the answer to decision block 420 is YES and the operator activates the drying system 300. The drying system 300 can be activated manually by switching on the equipment or in an automated fashion by the CPU 351. When activated in an automated fashion, an operator will activate the drying system 300 by entering a system activation command into a user input device (not illustrated), such as a keyboard, computer, switch, button, or the like, which is operably coupled to the CPU 351. Upon receiving the associated system activation signal from the user input device, the CPU 351 sends the appropriate activation signals to the pumps 320, 360, the chiller 340, the hygrometer 330, and the flow rate valve 321.

[0055] Activating the supply pump 320 and the recirculation pump 360 results in the helium gas being drawn from the helium reservoir 310 and flowed through the closed-loop fluid circuit (which includes the gas supply line 325, the canister 20, the gas exhaust line 326, the chiller 340, and the recirculation line 345). The flow rate of the helium gas through the drying system 300 is controlled by the flow rate valve 321, which is preferably an adjustable valve. In one embodiment to the present invention, the CPU 351 opens the flow rate valve so that the helium gas flows through the canister 20 at a flow rate of approximately 181.4kg/hr (400 lb/hr). However, the invention is not so limited and other flow rates can be used. The exact flow rate to be used in any particular drying operation will be determined on a case-by-case design basis, considering such factors as the open volume of the canister’s cavity, the target dryness level within the canister’s cavity, the initial moisture content within the canister’s cavity, the moisture content of the helium gas maintained within the reservoir, desired number of hourly volume turnovers for the canister etc.

[0056] The chiller 340 is also activated by the CPU 351 so that the wetted helium gas exiting the canister 20 can be de-moisturized prior to being re-circulated back into the helium reservoir 310. In one embodiment, the CPU 351 activates the chiller 340 so that the helium gas is chilled to a temperature of -3.89°C (25°F) or less. However, the chiller 340 can be used to cool the helium gas to any desired temperature that suitably de-moisturizes the helium gas. As discussed above, in some embodiments of the invention, other de-moisturizing apparatus, such as those that utilize a desiccant, can be used to dry the wetted helium gas instead of the chiller 340.

[0057] Upon being activated, the supply pump 320 draws dry helium gas from the helium reservoir 310 and flows the dry helium gas into the wet cavity 21 of the canister 20 via the inlet 28. Upon entering the cavity 21, the dry helium gas absorbs water from the SNF and internal surfaces of the cavity 21 in the form of water vapor. The moisture laden helium gas then exits the cavity 21 via the outlet 29. As the wet helium gas exits the cavity 21, the hygrometer 330 repetitively measures its dew point temperature. As the hygrometer 330 measures the dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas, it generates data signals indicative of the measured dew point temperature values, and transmits these data signals to the CPU 351 via the electrical connection, thereby completing step 440.

[0058] Upon receiving the data signals indicative of the measured dew point temperature values, the CPU 361 compares the measured values to a predetermined dew point temperature value that is stored in the memory medium 352. Thus, step 450 is completed. The predetermined dew point temperature is selected so as to be indicative that the inside of the cavity 21 and the SNF is sufficiently dry for long term storage. In one embodiment,
the predetermined dew point temperature is selected so as to correspond to a vapor pressure in the cavity 21 that is indicative of an acceptable level of dryness, such as for example 3 mm Hg (3 Torr) or less. In such embodiments, the predetermined dew point temperature can be selected using either experimental or simulated correlations.

[0059] Referring now to Figure 5, an exemplary embodiment of how one selects the predetermined dew point temperature will be described. As can be seen from the curve delineated in Figure 5, the water vapor pressure of gases, such as helium, correlates to a dew point temperature. Thus, using this curve, the predetermined dew point temperature can be determined once the target vapor pressure is known. For example, if the target vapor pressure is 3 mm Hg (3 Torr), this corresponds to a dew point temperature of approximately -5.05°C (22.9°F). This position is indicated by point A on the curve. The target vapor pressure can be mandated by a government or other regulatory organization and can vary greatly. In some embodiments, it is preferable that the predetermined dew point temperature be in the range of approximately -6.67 to -3.33°C (20-26°F), and most preferably about 5.05°C (22.9°F). The invention, however, is not limited to any specific dew point value. The exact dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas that will correspond to an adequately dry state within the cavity 21 will be determined on a case-by-case basis, considering such factors as government regulations, mandated safety factors, the type of HLW being stored, the storage period, etc.

[0060] Referring back to Figure 4, after the CPU 351 compares the measured dew point temperature to the predetermined dew point temperature, the CPU 351 then determines whether the measured dew point temperature is less than or equal to the predetermined dew point temperature, thus performing decision block 460. This comparison is performed for each signal received by the CPU 351.

[0061] If the measured dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas exiting the canister is determined to be above the predetermined dew point temperature, the answer at decision block 460 is NO and the CPU 351 will continue to decision block 490. At decision block 490, the CPU 351 determines whether the timer 353 has been activated (which is done at step 470). If the timer 353 is activated, the answer at decision block 490 is YES and the CPU 351 deactivates the timer 353 and returns to step 440. If the timer 353 is not activated, the answer at decision block 490 is NO and the CPU 351 returns directly to step 440. Either way, if the measured dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas exiting the canister is determined to be above the predetermined dew point temperature, the drying system 300 continues to circulate the dry helium gas into and through the cavity 21 of the canister 20.

[0062] However, if the measured dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas exiting the canister is determined to be at or below the predetermined dew point temperature, the answer at decision block 460 is YES and the CPU 351 will continue to step 470. At step 470 the CPU 351 activates/starts the timer 353. The timer 470 is programmed to run for a predetermined time. The selection and purpose of the predetermined time will be discussed in greater detail below.

[0063] Once the timer is activated at step 470, the CPU 351 proceeds to decision block 480 to determine whether the timer 353 has expired (i.e., whether the predetermined time has passed). If the answer at decision block 480 is NO, the CPU 351 returns to step 440 and the drying system 300 continues to circulate helium gas through the cavity 21 of the canister 20 and repeat the operations of steps 440-470 until the predetermined time expires. In other words, the drying process continues until the measured dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas exiting the canister falls below (or equal to) the predetermined dew point temperature, and remains so for the predetermined time (without substantially rising above the predetermined dew point temperature).

[0064] By requiring that the measured dew point temperature of the wetted helium gas exiting the canister not only reach, but remain at or below the predetermined dew point temperature for the predetermined time, it is ensured that the cavity 21 and the SNF therein are sufficiently dried within an acceptable safety factor. This, along with the means for selecting the predetermined time, will now be described with respect to Figure 6.

[0065] Referring to Figure 6, the effect on the dew point temperature of continuing the helium gas flow through the canister 20 over time is exemplified. The data in the graph was simulated assuming a dry helium flow rate of 181.4 kg/hr (400 lb/hr), a pressure of 60 psi, a moisture level of 1 mm Hg within the dry helium gas, a canister volume capacity of helium holdup of 4.5 kg (10 lb), and an initial canister moisture level of 100 mm Hg. As can be seen from the graph, at time (t) = 0.1 hours (i.e., 6 minutes), it can be estimated that the dew point temperature within the cavity 21 is at about -5.05°C (22.9°F) (which from Figure 5 corresponds to a vapor pressure of about 3 mm Hg (3 Torr)), indicated on the graph as point B. As the flow of helium gas through the cavity 21 is continued over time, the dew point temperature will continue to decrease until an equilibrium vapor pressure is reached, which in the graphed example is at about t = 0.36 hours (i.e., about 22 min), indicated on the graph as point C. If desired, the flow of helium gas through the cavity can be further continued, but it will not result in any further significant decrease of the dew point temperature within the cavity 21.

[0066] Taking points B and C as the points of reference, the predetermined time for this example is about 16 minutes (i.e., from 6 minutes to 22 minutes). However, if desired, the predetermined time can be less than or greater than 16 minutes for the example. The exact predetermined time for any situation will be determined on a case-by-case design basis, considering such factors as open...
canister volume, flow rate, desired dryness within the cavity, desired or mandated safety factors, etc. In some embodiments of the invention, the predetermined time will preferably be in the range of 20 to 40 minutes, more preferably in the range of 25 to 35 minutes, and most preferably approximately 30 minutes.

[0067] Referring back to Figure 4, once the predetermined time expires, and the measured dew point temperature remains at or below the predetermined dew point temperature for the entire predetermined time, the CPU 351 then enters decision block 480, and the answer is yes and the CPU 351 continues to step 510. At step 510, the CPU 351 generates shut down signals that are transmitted to the pumps 320, 360. Upon receiving the shut down signals, the pumps 320, 360 are deactivated and the flow of helium gas through the drying system is ceased. Alternatively, the CPU 351 can cease the helium flow by closing the valve 321.

[0068] Upon the pumps 320, 360 deactivating, the CPU 351 generates and transmits an activation signal to the alarm 370, thereby completing step 520. Upon receiving the activation signal, the alarm 370 is activated. Depending on the type of device that is used as the alarm 370, the response of the alarm 370 to the activation signal can vary greatly. However, it is preferred that the alarm’s response be some type of audio and/or visual stimulus that will inform the operator that the canister 20 is dry. For example, activation of the alarm 370 can generate a sound, display a visual representation on a computer screen, illuminate an LED light source, etc.

[0069] Upon being informed by the alarm 370 that the cavity 21 of the canister 20 and the SNF is sufficiently dried, the operator disconnects the drying system from the canister 20 and seals the canister 20 for storage, thereby completing step 530.

[0070] The foregoing discussion discloses and describes merely exemplary embodiments of the present invention. As will be understood by those skilled in this art, the invention may be embodied in other specific forms.

[0071] Specifically, in some embodiments, the drying method of the invention can be carried out manually. In such an embodiment, the pumps and all other equipment will be activated and controlled manually. The readings by the hygrometer can be visually observed by the operator and the timing sequence operations can be performed manually.

Claims

1. (Currently Amended) A method of drying a cavity (21) loaded with high level waste ("HLW") comprising:
   a) flowing a non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) to absorb water in the form of water vapor;
   b) repetitively measuring dew point temperature of the wet non-reactive gas exiting the cavity; the method being characterized in that it further comprises:
   c) upon the dew point temperature of the non-reactive gas exiting the cavity (21) being measured to remain at or below a predetermined dew point temperature for a predetermined period of time, discontinuing the flow of the non-reactive gas and sealing the cavity (21).

2. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein step (a) comprises flowing the non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) at a predetermined flow rate.

3. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 2 wherein the cavity (21) has a volume and the predetermined flow rate is chosen so that the volume of the cavity (21) is turned over 25 to 50 times per hour.

4. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined dew point temperature is selected to correspond to a desired vapor pressure within the cavity (21).

5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined dew point temperature is in a range of -6.67 to -3.33°C, and the predetermined period of time is in a range of approximately 25 to 35 minutes.

6. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 5 wherein the predetermined dew point temperature is -5.05°C, and the predetermined period of time is approximately 30 minutes.

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 further comprising:
   d) drying the non-reactive gas that exits the cavity (21) after the dew point temperature is measured; and
   e) re-circulating the dried non-reactive gas through the cavity (21).

8. (Original) The method of claim 7 wherein step d) comprises drying the non-reactive gas with a desiccant.

9. (Original) The method of claim 7 wherein step d) comprises drying the non-reactive gas by chilling the non-reactive gas.

10. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein the non-reactive gas is nitrogen, carbon dioxide, light hydrocarbon gases, or a noble gas selected from the group consisting of helium, argon, neon, radon, krypton, and xenon.
11. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined dew-point temperature is selected to correspond to a vapor pressure of 3 mm Hg or less in the cavity (21).

12. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 further comprising:

c) drying the non-reactive gas that exits the cavity (21) after the dew point temperature is measured;

10 e) re-circulating the dried non-reactive gas through the cavity (21);

wherein the predetermined dew-point temperature is selected to correspond to a vapor pressure of 3 mm Hg or less in the cavity (21);

20 wherein step (a) comprises flowing the non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) at a predetermined flow rate that results in a volume of the cavity (21) being turned over 25 to 50 times per hour;

wherein the non-reactive gas is helium;

25 wherein the cavity (21) is formed by a canister (20) and is loaded with spent nuclear fuel, the canister (20) positioned in a cask (10).

13. (Currently Amended) A system for drying a cavity (21) loaded with high level waste ("HLW") comprising a canister forming the cavity (21), the cavity (21) having an inlet (28) and an outlet (29);

30 a source (310) of non-reactive gas;

means for flowing (320, 325) the non-reactive gas from the source of non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) to absorb water in the form of water vapor;

means for repetitively measuring (330) the dew point temperature of the wet non-reactive gas exiting the cavity (21); and

35 a controller (350) operably coupled to the dew point temperature measuring means (330); wherein the dew point temperature measuring means (330) is adapted to create signals indicative of the measured dew point temperature of the wet non-reactive gas and transmit the signals to the controller (350); and

wherein the controller (350) is adapted to analyze the signals; the system being characterized in that, upon determining that the signals indicate that the measured dew point temperature remains at or below a predetermined dew point temperature for a predetermined period of time, the controller (350) is further adapted to (1) cease flow of the non-reactive gas through the cavity (21); and/or (2) activate a means for indicating (370) that the cavity (21) is dry.

14. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 13 further comprising means for drying (300) the non-reactive gas, the drying means (300) located downstream of the dew point temperature measuring means (330).

15. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 14 wherein the drying means (300) comprises a chiller (340).

16. (Original) The system of claim 14 wherein the drying means (300) comprises a desiccant.

17. (Original) The system of claim 14 further comprising means for re-circulating (345, 360) the non-reactive gas from the drying means (300) back into the non-reactive gas source (310).

18. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 13 wherein the predetermined dew point temperature is in a range of -6.67 to -3.33°C, the predetermined period of time is in a range of approximately 25 to 35 minutes, and the flow rate means (320, 325) circulates the non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) at a predetermined flow rate that results in a volume of the cavity (21) being turned over 25 to 50 times during the predetermined period of time.

19. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 13 wherein the dew point temperature measuring means (330) comprises a hygrometer.

20. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 13 further comprising a cask (10), the canister (21) positioned within the cask (10).

21. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 13 further comprising:

a cask (10), the canister (21) positioned within the cask (10);

means for drying (300) the non-reactive gas, the drying means (300) located downstream of the dew point temperature measuring means (330); means for re-circulating (345, 360) the non-reactive gas from the drying means (300) back into the non-reactive gas source (310), thereby forming a closed-loop system;

wherein the predetermined dew point temperature is in a range of -6.67 to -3.33°C, the predetermined period of time is in a range of approximately 25 to 35 minutes, and the flow rate means (320, 325) circulates the non-reactive gas through the cavity (21) at a predetermined flow rate that results in a volume of the cavity (21) being turned over 25 to 50 times per hour wherein the dew point temperature measuring means (330) comprises a hygrometer.
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Trocknung eines Hohlraums (21), der mit hochaktivem Abfall ("HAA") gefüllt ist, umfasst:
   a) Durchströmen eines nichtreaktiven Gases durch den Hohlraum (21), um Wasser in Form von Wasserdampf zu absorbieren;
   b) wiederholtes Messen der Taupunkttemperatur des nassen, nichtreaktiven Gases, welches den Hohlraum verlässt;

wobei das Verfahren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es des Weiteren umfasst:
   c) dass sobald die Messung der Taupunkttemperatur des nichtreaktiven Gases, welches den Hohlraum (21) verlässt, ergibt, dass die Temperatur unter oder auf einer vorbestimmten Temperatur über eine vorbestimmte Zeitdauer bleibt, das Einstromen des nichtreaktiven Gases endet und der Hohlraum (21) versiegelt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei Schritt (a) umfasst, dass das nichtreaktive Gas durch den Hohlraum (21) in einer vorbestimmten Durchflussrate strömt.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Hohlraum (21) ein Volumen hat und die vorbestimmte Durchflussrate so gewählt ist, dass das Volumen des Hohlraums (21) 25 bis 50 Mal pro Stunde umgesetzt wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur so gewählt ist, dass sie einem gewünschten Dampfdruck innerhalb des Hohlraums (21) entspricht.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur in einem Bereich von -6,67 bis -3,33 °C liegt, und die vorbestimmte Zeitdauer in einem Bereich von ca. 25 bis 35 Minuten.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur bei -5,05 °C liegt und die vorbestimmte Zeitdauer bei ca. 30 Minuten.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches des Weiteren umfasst:
   d) Trocknen des nichtreaktiven Gases, das den Hohlraum (21) verlässt, nachdem die Taupunkttemperatur gemessen wird; und
   e) Rezirkulation des trockenen nichtreaktiven Gases durch den Hohlraum (21).

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei Schritt d) Trocknen des nichtreaktiven Gases mit einem Trocken-

mittel umfasst.


11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur so ausgewählt ist, dass sie einem Dampfdruck von 3 mm Hg oder weniger im Hohlraum (21) entspricht.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches weiter umfasst:
   d) Trocknen des nichtreaktiven Gases, welches den Hohlraum (21) verlässt, nachdem die Taupunkttemperatur gemessen wird;
   e) Rezirkulation des getrockneten nichtreaktiven Gases durch den Hohlraum (21);

wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur so ausgewählt ist, dass sie einem Dampfdruck von 3 mm Hg oder weniger im Hohlraum (21) entspricht;

wobei Schritt (a) umfasst, dass das nichtreaktive Gas mit einer vorbestimmten Durchflussrate durch den Hohlraum (21) strömt, welche dazu führt, dass das Volumen des Hohlraums (21) 25 bis 50 Mal pro Stunde umgesetzt wird;

wobei das nichtreaktive Gas Helium ist;

wobei der Hohlraum (21) durch einen Kanister (20) gebildet wird und mit verbrauchtem Kernbrennstoff gefüllt ist, wobei der Kanister (20) in einer Tonne (10) platziert ist.

13. System zur Trocknung eines Hohlraums (21), der mit hochaktivem Abfall ("HAA") gefüllt ist, umfassend einen Kanister, der den Hohlraum (21) bildet, wobei der Hohlraum (21) einen Eingang (28) und einen Ausgang (29) hat;

   eine Quelle (310) nichtreaktiven Gases;
   Mittel zum Einstromen (320, 325) des nichtreaktiven Gases von der Quelle des nichtreaktiven Gases durch den Hohlraum (21), um Wasser in Form von Wasserdampf zu absorbieren;
   Instrument zum wiederholten Messen (330) der Taupunkttemperatur des nassen nichtreaktiven Gases, welches den Hohlraum (21) verlässt; und
   ein Kontrollgerät (35), welches bedienbar an das Taupunkttemperaturmessinstrument (330) gekoppelt ist;
wobei das Taupunkttemperaturmessinstrument (330) so ausgebildet ist, dass es Signale erstellt, die die gemessene Taupunkttemperatur des nassen nicht-reaktiven Gases anzeigen und die Signale an das Kontrollgerät (350) weitergeben; und wobei das Kontrollgerät (350) so ausgebildet ist, dass es die Signale analysiert; wobei das System dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass nachdem festgestellt wird, dass die Signale anzeigen, dass die gemessene Taupunkttemperatur über eine vorbestimmte Zeitdauer auf oder unter einer vorbestimmten Taupunkttemperatur verbleiben, das Kontrollgerät (350) des Weiteren so ausgebildet ist, dass es (1) das Einströmen des nicht-reaktiven Gases durch den Hohraum (21) beendet; und/oder (2) ein Mittel aktiviert, um anzuzeigen (370), dass der Hohraum trocken ist.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, welches des weiteren Instrumente (300) zur Trocknung des nicht-reaktiven Gases umfasst, wobei sich das Trocknungsmittel (300) nachgeschaltet zum Taupunkttemperaturmessgerät (330) befindet.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, wobei das Trocknungsmittel (300) einen Kühlern (340) umfasst.

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, wobei das Trocknungsmittel (300) ein Trockenmittel umfasst.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, welches des weiteren Mittel zur Rezirkulation (345, 360) des nicht-reaktiven Gases vom Trocknungsmittel (300) zurück in die nicht-reaktive Gasquelle (310) umfasst.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei die vorbestimmte Taupunkttemperatur in einem Bereich von -6,67 bis -3,33 °C liegt, die vorbestimmte Zeitdauer in einem Bereich von ca. 25 bis 35 Minuten liegt, und das Strömungsmittel (320, 325) das nicht-reaktive Gas durch den Hohlkörper (21) mit einer vorbestimmten Durchflussrate zirkuliert, die dazu führt, dass ein Volumen des Hohraumes (21) 25 bis 50 Mal während der vorbestimmten Zeitdauer umgesetzt wird.

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei das Taupunkttemperaturmessgerät (330) ein Hygrometer umfasst.

20. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, welches des Weiteren eine Tonne (10) umfasst, wobei der Kanister (21) in der Tonne (10) platziert ist.

21. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, welches weiter umfasst:

1. Procédé de séchage d'une cavité (21) chargée de déchets de haute activité (« HLW ») comprenant :

   a) l'écoulement d'un gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) pour absorber de l'eau sous la forme de vapeur d'eau ;
   b) la mesure répétée d'une température de point de rosée du gaz non réactif humide sortant de la cavité ;
   c) lorsque la température de point de rosée du gaz non réactif sortant de la cavité (21) est mesurée comme étant à ou en dessous d'une température de point de rosée prédéterminée pendant un laps de temps prédéterminé, l'interruption de l'écoulement du gaz non réactif et l'étanchéification de la cavité (21).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'étape (a) comprend l'écoulement du gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) à un ébit prédéterminé.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la cavité (21) a un volume et le débit prédéterminé est choisi pour que le volume de la cavité (21) soit renouvelé 25 à 50 fois par heure.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est choisie pour correspondre à une pression de vapeur souhaitée au sein de la cavité (21).
5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est dans une plage de -6,67 à -3,33 °C et le laps de temps prédéterminé est dans une plage d'approximativement 25 à 35 minutes.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est de -5,05 °C et le laps de temps prédéterminé est d'approximativement 30 minutes.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
   d) le séchage du gaz non réactif qui sort de la cavité (21) après que la température de point de rosée est mesurée ; et
   e) la recirculation du gaz non réactif séché à travers la cavité (21).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l'étape d) comprend le séchage du gaz non réactif avec un dessiccatif.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l'étape d) comprend le séchage du gaz non réactif par refroidissement du gaz non réactif.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le gaz non réactif est de l'azote, du dioxyde de carbone, des gaz hydrocarbures légers, ou un gaz noble choisi dans le groupe consistant en l'hélium, l'argon, le néon, le radon, le crypton, et le xénon.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est choisie pour correspondre à une pression de vapeur de 3 mm Hg ou moins dans la cavité (21).

12. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
   d) le séchage du gaz non réactif qui sort de la cavité (21) après que la température de point de rosée est mesurée ;
   e) la recirculation du gaz non réactif séché à travers la cavité (21) ;

   dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est choisie pour correspondre à une pression de vapeur de 3 mm Hg ou moins dans la cavité (21) ;

   dans lequel l'étape (a) comprend l'écoulement du gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) à un débit prédéterminé qui aboutit à un renouvellement d'un volume de la cavité (21) de 25 à 50 fois par heure ;

   dans lequel le gaz non réactif est de l'hélium ;

   dans lequel la cavité (21) est formée par une cartouche (20) et est chargée de combustible nucléaire utilisé, la cartouche (20) étant positionnée dans un château de transport (10).

13. Système de séchage d'une cavité (21) chargée de déchets de haute activité (« HLW ») comprenant une cartouche formant la cavité (21), la cavité (21) ayant une admission (28) et un refoulement (29) ; une source (310) de gaz non réactif ; un moyen d'écoulement (320, 325) du gaz non réactif depuis la source de gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) pour absorber de l'eau sous la forme de vapeur d'eau ; un moyen de mesure répétée (330) de la température de point de rosée du gaz non réactif humide sortant de la cavité (21) ; et une unité de commande (350) coupée fonctionnellement au moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330) ; dans lequel le moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330) est adapté pour créer des signaux indicatifs de la température de point de rosée mesurée du gaz non réactif et transmettre les signaux à l'unité de commande (350) ; et dans lequel l'unité de commande (350) est adaptée pour analyser les signaux ;

   le système étant caractérisé en ce que, lorsqu'il est déterminé que les signaux indiquent que la température de point de rosée mesurée reste à ou en dessous d'une température de point de rosée prédéterminée pendant un laps de temps prédéterminé, l'unité de commande (350) est en outre adaptée pour (1) cesser l'écoulement du gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) ; et/ou (2) activer un moyen d'indication (370) que la cavité (21) est sèche.

14. Système selon la revendication 13, comprenant en outre un moyen de séchage (300) du gaz non réactif, le moyen de séchage (300) étant situé en aval du moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330).

15. Système selon la revendication 14, dans lequel le moyen de séchage (300) comprend un refroidisseur (340).

16. Système selon la revendication 14, dans lequel le moyen de séchage (300) comprend un dessiccant.

17. Système selon la revendication 14, comprenant en outre un moyen de recirculation (345, 360) du gaz non réactif depuis le moyen de séchage (300) de retour dans la source de gaz non réactif (310).

18. Système selon la revendication 13, dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminée est dans une plage de -6,67 à -3,33 °C, le laps de temps prédéterminé est dans une plage d'approximative-
ment 25 à 35 minutes, et le moyen d’écoulement (320, 325) fait circuler le gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) à un débit prédéterminé qui aboutit à un renouvellement du volume de la cavité (21) de 25 à 50 fois pendant le laps de temps prédéterminé.

19. Système selon la revendication 13, dans lequel le moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330) comprend un hygromètre.

20. Système selon la revendication 13, comprenant en outre un château de transport (10), la cartouche (21) étant positionnée au sein du château de transport (10).

21. Système selon la revendication 13, comprenant en outre :
   un château de transport (10), la cartouche (21) étant positionnée au sein du château de transport (10);
   un moyen de séchage (300) du gaz non réactif, le moyen de séchage (300) étant situé en aval du moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330);
   un moyen de recirculation (345, 360) du gaz non réactif depuis le moyen de séchage (300) de retour dans la source de gaz non réactif (310), formant ainsi un système à boucle fermée ;
   dans lequel la température de point de rosée prédéterminé est dans une plage de -6.67 à -3.33 °C, le laps de temps prédéterminé est dans une plage d'approximativement 25 à 35 minutes, et le moyen d'écoulement (320, 325) fait circuler le gaz non réactif à travers la cavité (21) à un débit prédéterminé qui aboutit à un renouvellement d'un volume de la cavité (21) de 25 à 50 fois par heure, dans lequel le moyen de mesure de température de point de rosée (330) comprend un hygromètre.
POSITION A CASK CONTAINING A CANISTER LOADED WITH SNF IN A STAGING AREA AND DRAIN THE BULK WATER FROM THE SNF-LOADED CANISTER

COUPLE THE GAS SUPPLY LINE OF THE DRYING SYSTEM TO THE INLET OF THE CANISTER AND COUPLE THE GAS EXHAUST LINE OF THE DRYING SYSTEM TO THE OUTLET OF THE CANISTER, THEREBY FORMING A CLOSED-LOOP FLUID CIRCUIT

420

IS THE DRYING SYSTEM OPERABLY COUPLED TO THE CANISTER TO BE DRIED?

430

YES

ACTIVATE CHILLER, ACTIVATE PUMPS, AND OPEN FLOW RATE VALVE, THEREBY CIRCULATING HELIUM GAS THROUGH THE CLOSED-LOOP FLUID OF THE DRYING SYSTEM

440

RESPECTIVELY MEASURE THE DEW POOL TEMPERATURE OF THE WETTED HELIUM GAS EXITING THE CANISTER, GENERATE DATA SIGNALS INDICATIVE OF THE MEASURED DEW POINT TEMPERATURE, AND TRANSMIT THE DATA SIGNALS TO THE CPU

450

COMPARE THE MEASURED DEW POINT TEMPERATURES OF THE RECEIVED DATA SIGNALS TO A STORED PREDETERMINED DEW POINT TEMPERATURE

460

490

IS THE TIMER ACTIVATED?

470

YES

ACTIVATE TIMER IF NOT ACTIVE ALREADY

480

HAS THE TIMER EXPIRED?

500

DEACTIVATE TIMER

510

GENERATE AND TRANSMIT SIGNAL TO SHUT DOWN PUMPS

520

GENERATE AND TRANSMIT ACTIVATION SIGNAL TO THE ALARM TO INFORM OPERATOR THAT THE CANISTER IS DRY

530

DISCONNECT DRYING SYSTEM FROM CANISTER AND SEAL CANISTER FOR DRY STORAGE

FIGURE 4
FIGURE 5

WATER VAPOR DEW POINT CURVE
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